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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a procedure for finite-array
criticali~ analysis to ensure criticality safety of shipments
of fissile materials in U.S. DOE-certified packages. Atler
the procedure has been performed, one can obtain the
minimum transport index and determine the maximum
number of fissile packages allowable in a shipment that
meets the 10 CFR 71 criticality safety requirements.

I. INTRODUCTION

In fulfilling its diverse civilian and defense missions,
the U.S. Department of Energy must transport various
types of nuclear materials in certified packages within the
country. A record of safe transportation of nuclea
radioactive materials has been maintained in the U.S. for
more than 50 years. Before a package can be certified for
transportation, it must meet three basic packaging safety
design requirements, i.e., subcriticality, radiation
shielding, and containment of radioactive materials, and
must be in compliance with government safety regulations
promulgated in the Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR
Part 71.1 The package certification process begins when w
applicant submits a Safety Analysis Report for Packaging
(SARP) and requests that DOE headquarters approve the

package.z The DOE-HQ approval is based on rigorous and
independent technical review of the SARP, conducted
according to the DOE Packaging Review Guide.3 The
technical review is usually an iterative process of questions
and responses between the SARP review and package
design teams that continues until all issues are resolved.
The reviewers also verify, through independent
confiiatory evaluation, that the SARP has indeed
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demonstrated compliance
regulations and standards.
review is documented in
(SER), which provides the

with all applicable
The outcome of the
a Safety Evaluation

safety
SARP
Report

technical basis for issuinb a
Certificate of Compliance (COC) for the package. The SER
is part of the approval record of the package and is
accessible to the public.

Criticality safety in shipments of nuclear fissile
materials is ensured by compliance with the requirements
in 10 CFR 71. This compliance can be achieved by
following the guidance for the design and review of
transportation packaging for fissile and other radioactive
materials.3>4 Design and review of criticality safety of a
fissile-material package generally requires complicated
computational analyses, and the results must be clearly
communicated in terms that can be understood by all
involved parties, including shippers, couriers, and
receivers. One such term is the transport index (TI), which
for purposes of criticality control, is used to limit the
maximum number of packages in a shipment; it is defined
as

TI=: (1)

where N is a number derived from the maximum allowable
number of packages in a shipment that is criticality-safe
under various conditions specified in 10 CFR 71.59. Any
package that contains nuclear fissile materials must have a
TI value specified in COC. This paper illustrates the key
aspects in determining N, and thereby TI, through a fmite-
array criticality analysis of packages using the steel-banded
wooden shipping containers (SBWSCS)5 that wem
designed for the shipment of unirradiated uranium ingots
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We have studied the spectral shift of the solvated electron in MeOH/CLHb
mixture using pulse radiolysis. The solvated electrons were formed by
ionizing the solution. The spectral shift can be explained in terms of Me OH
cluster size formed in the solution. With increasing temperature at constant
mole fraction of MeOH, the spectral maximum shifts towards low energy.
The width at red side increased with increasing temperature, however, there
is no significant changes in the blue side of the spectra with temperature.

Introduction

Recently considerable efforts have been made to understand the physical properties of

supercritical fluids (SCFS) and reactions in SCFS such as C02, propane, and ethane, both

because of the potential use of SCFS as extraction and separation media and the use as media

for reactions. Recent interest has also focused on effect of co-solvents, such as methanol and

ethanol, which can significantly improve volubility of compounds over that possible in neat

SCFS. As an example, in a mixture, of methanol in ethane, it is believed that methanol

molecules form a cluster. 1The alcohol molecule readily hydrogen bonds with other alcohol

molecules . The magnitude of the forces that drive aggregation of alcohol clusters is

intermediate between the van der Wads-driven cluster and ionic interactions such as

surfactants. At low concentrations the alcohol exists in the monomer form. With increasing

concentration, the aggregation progresses through

oligomers at high concentrations of the alcohol.

Recently Petrov et al.2 have reported slow

dimer, trimer to tetramer, and higher

spectral red-shift (S 1 ns) of charge-

transfer fluorescence in toluene/dimethylsulfoxide mixture. This slow red-shift is primarily



due to the formation and the dielectric enrichment of the solvation shell around the solute

‘molecules in their dipolar excited charge transfer state by diffusion of polar molecules from

the bulk of the solvent mixture. To describe the transport of polar molecules to the first

coordination shell of the excited dipole they applied the Smoluchowski diffusion model.

We believe that solutions of small amounts of polar solvent in non-polar solvent is

quite attractive for the study of chemical reactions It will be particularly usefid for the study

of charge-transfer reactions because it may alleviate the volubility limitations that had limited

previous studies.3 Also, as mentioned above, a slow solvation dynamics may be observed in

the solution. This slow solvation could affect electron-transfer rates. Also we can expect the

pressure or density effect on the charge transfer reaction rate would be significant because the

alcohol cluster size would change with the pressure.

Another important reason to study charge-transfer reaction in this type of mixture is

that electrochemical carboxylation of the precursors of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents

are successfully applied in a supercritical

the carboxylation a key reaction is in a

reaction.

fluid mixture with acetonitrile

reduction of organic halides

as a co-solvent.4 In

by electron-transfer

Before studying charge-transfer reactions, we examined a nature of the solution using

solvated electron as a molecular probe. We have measured the spectra of electron trapped in

methanol cluster in ethane. The solvated electron in a cluster may also make an excellent

analog for the study of reversed micellar systems in supercritical fluids

Experiment

Ethane (AGA) was passed through a purification filter (Pall) to remove impurities.

Methanol (Aldrich, HPLC grade) was used as received.

Experiments were performed in a stainless-steel high-pressure cell. Two Suprasil

windows ( 1 cm thick) were mounted to the cell using Teflon o-rings. The cell has an optical

path length of 5 cm and effective diameter of 1.2 cm. Temperature was controlled by a

controller ( Omeg~ CN 1001 RTD) with platinum resistance thermometer. The thermometer



was installed into the cell so that it is in contact with the

monitored with digital pressure meter (Cole-Parmer, 7350-38)

Parrner, Kl, 3000 psi).

fluid. The fluid pressure was

and pressure transmitter (Cole-

Samples were prepared as the following manner. A stainless high pressure cell was

first evacuated and a small amount of ethane was added into the cell. By using an injection

valve, a desired amount of methanol was added into the cell and then ethane was pumped up

to a desired pressure using an HPLC pump (JASCO, PU980).

For experiments of sub and supercritical MeOH, we used a cylindrical cell designed

for supercritical water radiolysis. The cell body was made with Hastelloy C-276. It contains

two optical sapphire windows. It also contains a window for the electron beam. The inside

diameter of the cell is 6 mm and the length of the cell is 25 mm, which would make it suitable

for use in an f/4 optical system.

We used the same apparatus as previously reported for pulse radiolysis experirnents.5

A silicon photodiode (EG&G, FND 100) and interference filters (bandwidth 10 or 40 nm)

were used to detect optical signal. The sample was irradiated by an electron pulse from a 20

MeV linac installed at Argonne National Laboratory. To maximize the absorbance of the

signal, an analyzing light was collinear but in opposite direction to the electron beam. The

light source was a 75 W xenon arc lamp that was pulsed for 300 us to increase the light

intensity between 40 - and 100-fold. The signal from the detector was digitized using

Tektronix TVS 645A oscilloscope.

Results and Discussion

In this article we will mainly focus on spectral changes with temperature and pressure

and discuss the origin of the spectral changes in terms of clusters formed about the electron in

supercritical ethane.
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Figure 1. Spectrum of solvated electron Figure 2. Spectral maximum of solvated electron

in methanol at different temperatures. in MeOH as a fmction of temperature.

First we examined spectral change of solvated electron in neat MeOH at different

temperatures. Figure 1 shows observed spectra of solvated electron in MeOH. At room

temperature the spectral maximum is located around 650 nrn. With increasing temperature, the

maximum shifis toward red and the band width broadens. In figure 2, the spectral maximums

are summarized as a fimction of temperature. Also plotted in the figure are data previously

reported for the absorption maximum of solvated electron in MeOH and MeOD. The

absorption maximum depends linearly on the temperature up to the critical temperature of

MeOH. Brodsky and Tsarevsky Greported a blue-shift beginning at T >480 K, however, as

discussed by Herrmann and Krebs,7 such a blue shift near and above the critical temperature

is unlikely.

Figure 3 shows the normalized absorption spectra of solvated electron in MeoH/CzH6

mixture at temperature 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 ‘C. The concentration of MeOH was kept

constant at 11 molO/O.The absorption maximum shifls towards red with increasing

temperature. It is interesting to note that while the width at the red side increases with

increasing temperature, there are no significant changes in the blue side of the spectra with

temperature. At higher temperatures than shown in the figure (we examined at 115 and 135

‘C), we couldn’t see any signals that could be attributed to the solvated electron.
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Figure 3. Temperature effect on the spectral
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Figure 4. Pressure effect on absorption spectra.
Lines are include to guide the eye.

Although the mechanism for electron formation in the system has not been completely

determined, these results suggest that above a critical temperature the size of the alcohol

clusters are insufficient to form a solvated electron.

In the figure, the spectra of solvated electron in neat MeOH at 86 and 137 ‘C are also

shown. The blue side of the spectra measured in MeOH/C2H6 mixture are close to the

spectrum of the neat alcohol at 86 “C. On the red side of the spectrum, the spectra in the

mixture are between the 86 ‘C and 137 ‘C spectra of the neat methanol.

The above spectral changes definitely reflect the changes in structure of the solution

with temperature. It has been known that, in H20, NH3 and MeOH, increasing temperature

broadens the spectrum slightly and shifts the absorption maxin.mm toward lower energies.

The absorption in the red band would be due to the electron trapped in a shallow potential,

namely a small MeOH cluster. We can expect that several different sizes of MeOH clusters

exist in SC ethane. With increasing temperature, the distribution of the size would change and

a number of smaller cluster would increase.

Previously one of author reported picosecond spectroscopy of localized electron in

mixture of alcohol in alkane.s Formation and spectra of the localized electron depend on the
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concentration of the alcohol and the three regions were characterized as follows: (1) a

threshold concentration, below which the alcohol molecules appeared to play a passive role in

decay kinetics and only a spectrum with a maximum in the infrared (presumably that of the

solvated electron in alkanes) was observed; (2) an intermediate concentration of alcohoIs

where there appear to be some trapped electrons formed, although no solvation of the

electron is measured; and (3) in higher concentrations of alcohols, the electron appear to

solvate and the spectra and kinetics are similar to those seen in neat alcohols. These results

are quite interesting when we consider the temperature threshold that we observed in

MeOH/CzHb mixture. It is clearly demonstrated in the above two solutions that the efficiency

of electron trapping in alcohol cluster was dependent on the intermolecular, solute-solvent

interactions existing prior to the arrival of the quasi-free electron. These interactions govern

the size and distribution of hydrogen-bonded alcohol clusters in non-polar solvent.

According to a molecukir dynamics simulation (200 bar, 40 ‘C, 6.4 mol% MeOH in

C’2HC),the percentage of MeOH monomer is 31% .9 The other MeOH molecules form

clusters. The size distribution predicted by the simulation is quite interesting, The percentage

of smaller clusters (2< n <7) is less than that of larger clusters (7< n < 12). We were unable

to make studies at 40°C. We attempted to do experiments at 60°C but it was impossible

because, while the solution was clear prior to the pulse, the solution became opalescent after

the pulse (greater than 300 ~sec, less than 2 see). The solution would recover after

approximately 2-3 minutes.

The present results suggest that, with increasing temperature, the number of smaller

cluster increases while there is no significant change in the larger clusters because the

absorption at blue side has shown no change. As the temperature increases, thermal agitation

will randomize the solvent alcohol molecules. Because we couldn’t observe solvated electron

at 115 ‘C and higher temperatures, the thermal energy is sufficient to randomize the

molecules at 115 ‘C.

Figure 4 shows effect of pressure on the spectra. These measurements were conducted

at constant molarity of MeOH. As the pressure increased, the spectra shift towards the red.



This result also reflects the changes in structure of the methanol clusters in the solution.

Because the spectra shift towards the red with increasing pressure, the size of clusters formed

in the solution decrease with increasing pressure. According to FTIR measurements of MeOD

in ethane, the hydrogen bonding decreased with increasing pressure. 1Also it is known that the

alcohol exists only as free monomer at low concentrations. Though the results shown in figure

4 include two effects, pressure effect and dilution of MeOH concentration with pressure, the

spectral shift can be explained by the change in cluster size distribution by considering the

above hydrogen bonding measurement.

Conclusion

We have studied the spectral shift of the solvated electron in MeOH/CzHG mixture. The

spectral shift can be explained in terms of MeOH cluster size formed in the solution. Our

final goal is to study charge transfer reactions in this solution. Because, by changing

temperature, pressure and concentration of alcohol, we can easily control the reaction

environment, this is very attractive feature to study charge transfer reactions that are sensitive

to the solvent environment.
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